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I don't!

But many do! …… Why?



CON





Rational

• Dependence of CBF on diastole pressure

• Distribution of flow



Effect of Cardiac Contractions on Coronary Flow



JAMA 1990

• In animal studies diastolic pressure > 30 mmHg improved 

return of spontaneous circulation

• Paradis study showed coronary perfusion pressure      
(= Aortic – LVEDP )  > 15 mmHg is important for reovery

(NOT diastolic pressure)



• Objective was really to look at toxicity of drugs used to 

treat the bleeding (tocolytic therapy)

• No harm related to the drugs

• BUT: Syst BP < 80 or Diast < 50 were associated with 

greater Troponin rise, more ECG changes and decreased EF

• HOWEVER: in most pt, Troponins normalized in < 24 hr as 

did LV function 

Is this really myocardial injury?



• Prospective-observational

• Question: is cardiovascular “reactivity” better predictor of 

survival in sepsis than other measures

• Observation: use of < 0.5 ug/kg/min of NE or diastolic 

pressure > 50 mmHg at 72 hr predicted better outcome

Benchekroune



Commentary

BUT: Bizarre study design:

• To be included: 

–Not on NE in the first 24 hr

–Remain on NE for 72 hr after that

• Decreased reactivity was defined as need for NE at 72 hr 

and defined as still needing NE

• THEREFORE: diastolic pressure could not possibly be 

used to guide therapy before that!!

• Basically just said that sick people do badly!



• Retrospective analysis of patients with cardiogenic shock

• What is the best hemodynamic predictor of outcome?

• Only diastolic pressure was predictive of mortality (NO
predictive value for systolic pressure)

Rigamonti



Predictors of 30-day mortality in patients with refractory 
cardiogenic shock following acute myocardial infarction despite 
a patent infarct artery. 
Katz JN, Stebbins AL, Alexander JH, Reynolds HR, Pieper KS, Ruzyllo W, et al.  American 
Heart Journal. 2009;158(4):680-7.

• Both low systolic and diastolic pressures were significant 
predictors of mortality

Katz



Commentary

• Why the difference between Rigamonit and Katz studies?

• Once again, the Rigamonti study is a model of creative reasoning

• The diastolic pressure in non-survivors was 37 ± 8 and survivors 41 ± 7 mmHg 

---- 4 mmHg difference

– Range of diastolic pressure is narrower than systolic – smaller SD – less subjects 

needed for significance

• Cardiac output was equal in non-survivors and survivors and normal in > 50% 

of non-survivors

– Thus: many of these cardiogenic shock patients had a component of distributive shock

• The biggest flaw is that patients with systolic < 90 mmHg were excluded

– They thus systematically removed the importance of systolic pressure!!

• How do you assess diastolic P with an IABP?



• Potential overtreatment  with the use of the 
mean when BP is low (because low Diastolic P 
lowers the mean)

• Is it best to use just systolic pressure with 
some guide as to perfusion?
• (must r/o underdampening)

• In the Katz study, systolic was one of the best predictors of 
a favourable outcome



Hypertension Treatment Studies

• “J” curve phenomena

– CLARIFY (Lancet 2016 Vidal-Petiot)

– ONTARGET and TRANSCEND (JAMA 2017 Bohn)

• These retrospective re-evaluation of randomized hypertension treatment trials 

show more cardiovascular events (CHF, Ischemia) with systolic <120 and 

diastolic < 70 mmHg in patients with Cardiovascular diseas

– (BUT no difference in CVA)

• HOWEVER, these are Treatment trials which pharmacologically lower BP

• Current Guidelines recommend adjusting therapy based on symptoms (eg

syncope, worsening heart failure)



What can the physiology 

tell us?



BP =  Cardiac Output x SVR + K

• Increasing BP by increasing SVR does not change 

tissue perfusion

• The assumption with a pure vasopressor is that 

areas of greater need will be selectively less 

constricted

• However, this selectivity likely is not true with:

–High dose vaopressor therapy

–Distributive shock (loss of vasomotor tone) 



There is no pressure term!

DO2 = Q x Hb x k x Sata
. .

O2 Delivery
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Effect of Cardiac Contractions on Coronary Flow

In septic shock the 

more serious 

limitation is on the 

right side

Coronary flow is 

unlikely the issue



Coronary Capacitance



Volume “stored” by SYSTOLIC force
“Windkessel effect

Epicardial coronary 
vessel

Diastole

Systole



Determinants of cardiac output and 

supply- demand

Demand
Heart rate

Contractility

Wall Tension

T = P x r

(P is systolic)

Supply
Coronary flow

Pin-arterial

“P-out”

Resistance

O2 content

PO2

[Hb]

Cardiac Output
Heart rate

Contractility

Afterload

Use of high dose NE to raise diastolic pressure:
 Increase LV afterload ---- Decrease Stroke volume

 Increase Wall tension ---- Increase Myocardial O2 need

 Could decrease coronary perfusion ----- constrict 

coronaries



Summary
• A low diastolic pressure is associated with worse outcomes

But this does not mean that treating it will help

• Diastolic pressure should be used with indicators of 

perfusion

–Cardiac output if possible

–Lactate, central venous saturation, urine out, wakefulness

–Signs of myocardial ischemia – ST-T changes, wall motion abnor

–Ensure adequate Hb and O2 sat

BUT never use diastolic pressure alone

• I would not have equipoise for a clinical trial



• Association is NOT causation

• Beware of “Tangible BIAS”

–What you see is not necessarily what  you get


